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ABSTRACT
Despite the importance of databases in virtually all data driven
applications, database forensics is still not the thriving topic it ought
to be. Many database management systems (DBMSs) structure the
data in the form of trees, most notably B + -Trees. Since the tree
structure is depending on the characteristics of the INSERT-order, it
can be used in order to generate information on later manipulations,
as was shown in a previously published approach.
In this work we analyse this approach and investigate, whether
it is possible to generalize it to detect DELETE-operations within
general INSERT-only trees. We subsequently prove that almost
all forms of B + -Trees can be constructed solely by using INSERToperations, i.e. that this approach cannot be used to prove the
existence of DELETE-operations in the past.
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INTRODUCTION

Digital forensics has become an important factor in the analysis of
incidents in the IT world, be it during an official legal investigation,
or solely within an internal analysis. While there are many novel
approaches in well-researched areas like network or file forensics,
the topic of database forensics, i.e. the analysis of databases in order
to detect manipulations or steganographically hidden information,
has never been in the center of attention, even though it gradually gains importance in the scientific community [10]. Especially
considering the proclaimed ”age of data science” this seems like a
huge blind spot, as most structured data is stored, and often even
processed, in some kind of database.
Nevertheless, several approaches for database forensics have been
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devised in the past. Many of these focus on the extraction of information gathered in log-files or related mechanisms [1], also including NO-SQL databases [9]. Other approaches rely on the analysis
of internal mechanisms used for guaranteeing ACID-compliance
like the transaction mechanism [8]. Especially for the first strategy,
there exists a large body of knowledge targeting many different
database management systems like Oracle [13] or MS SQL [17].
One major drawback of most of theses approaches, when compared
to those targeting internal mechanisms, is that logs are written for
the purpose of detecting malicious behaviour, thus being a primary
target for manipulations themselves. Furthermore, users with administrator privileges do have a lot of possibilities regarding log
files. This is not so easy with the utilization of internal mechanisms,
as manipulations there can possibly destroy the integrity of the
database.
Another approach that even works a level of abstraction deeper
than the utilization of DBMS-specific internal mechanisms was
provided in [12]. In this approach, the authors use the structure of
the resulting B + -Tree that is used to structure the data inside the
DBMS in order to detect certain kinds of information. Still, besides
the issue of practicability (see [11] for a practical adoption in logging), the approach also requires a certain insertion order of the
elements, they have to be entered in a strictly monotonous order
with respect to the primary key. In this work we will thus discuss
why relaxing this requirement is not easily done and we prove that
almost all tree structures as utilized by the original mechanisms can
be constructed by solely using INSERT-statements, thus making
the detection of DELETEs impossible using this approach.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
2.1 B-Trees and B + -Trees
The B-Tree was originally defined by Bayer [4] as a tree structure
where all leaf nodes lie on the same level (balanced tree) and the
following properties are obeyed:
• Every node except the root has between b2 and b, the root
node between 1 and b elements. The value b is constant and
predefined for a given tree (”order” of the tree).
• An inner node with d elements possesses d + 1 child nodes.
• The elements inside nodes are sorted.
The difference between the classical B-Tree and the B + -Tree is
that all the payload in a B + -Tree resides in the leaf nodes, the
inner nodes solely hold pointers in order to allow for searching the
tree [5].
Insertion in a B + -Tree works as follows: The leaf node where the
elements should be placed is identified. If this node contains less
than b elements than the new element is simply added to the internal
sorted list of the node. If the leaf already contains b elements, it
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is split in half with both resulting leafs containing b2 elements
(without the new one). This also requires a new key in the parent
node, for which the lowest element in the second leaf is selected.
This is done iteratively, i.e. in case the parent node now contains
more than b elements, it needs to be split too. This can be required
to be done until the root node is reached, In case this contains b + 1
elements after the insertion, it is split too and a new root node is
generated, solely holding the lowest element of the second child
node as element.
B + -Trees are typically used, with slight adaptions, in database
storage engines like InnoDB [16]. For example, since full SELECTs
are quite common, the leaf nodes are linked with each other in the
form of a list, still, the principles of the tree operations stay the
same.

2.2

B + -Tree forensics

While the first work [14] to mention the possibility to infer forensic information from the structure of the B + -Tree of a database
did not give any details on how to retrieve information and what
information could be restored, in their work [12], the authors proposed a method for detecting manipulations in databases using the
structure of the B + -Tree of the primary index. The approach has
some prerequisite:
• The table is INSERT-only, i.e. there are no UPDATE- and
DELETE-operations. While this side-parameter seems quite
limiting in nature, it does make sense for a lot of applications
in the data warehousing world, especially considering tables
for Audit & Control.
• Furthermore, the insertion order of the elements into the
table is done strictly monotonous, i.e. the smallest element
with respect to the search key is inserted first, then the
second-smallest and so on (there are no equally big search
keys). This is also quite typical for tables, where the primary
key is structured along a timestamp (again very typical for
Audit & Control tables)
Given these prerequisites, the structure of the leafs of the resulting
B + -Tree, without considering reorganisations and strictly adhering
to the standard insertion routines, has the following form.
Let B be a B + -Tree with n > b elements which are added in ascending order. Then it holds true that the partition of the resulting k
leafs of B has the following structure:
n=

k
Õ
i=1

ai , with ai =

b
b
+ 1, ∀i , k and ak ≥ .
2
2

In case the structure of the leafs of the B + -Tree is not adhering to
the given formula, manipulations like later INSERTs and changes
of older entries can be detected (see Figure 1 for an example).
The forensics approach was also adapted in order to serve as
an enhancement for manipulation secure logging like discussed
in [11]. The Ficklebase-approach [3] on the other hand discusses
mitigation strategies against B + -Tree-forensics in order to guarantee history independence. In other works [6, 7], the authors
discuss the importance of considering internal resources like transaction logs and data structures in databases, also referring to them
as potential information leaks and considering B + -Tree-forensics.
B + -Tree-forensics has also been mentioned as means for detecting

Figure 1: Leafs of a B + -Tree resulting from ascending ordered inserts only

evidence related to money laundering and violation of the BCE’s
KYC policies, as well as evidence extractors [2]. In other work [15],
the authors introduce B + -Tree-forensics into a forensic workflow
that is explicitly targeting databases.
B + -Tree-forensics has also been considered in approaches targeting the modelling of the impact of security policies on compliance,
especially regarding the attacker model that needs to be considered [18, 19].

3

ADOPTION FOR ARBITRARY INSERT-ONLY
TABLES

The approach outlined in Section 2, while working in principle, has
a major drawback: The insertion strategy for the data is severely
limited to (strictly) monotonous INSERT orders. Still, while this
might be enough for Audit& Control databases, most data owners
want to have more flexibility, thus it would be interesting to extend
the approach towards more general INSERT-orders. Thus, we arrive
at the research question, whether this approach is able to detect
the deletion of elements in an INSERT-only database, where the
order of the INSERT-operations is arbitrary.
In order to decide the applicability of this approach, we will discuss, what forms of finite B + -Trees (i.e. the number of elements in
the tree is finite) can be constructed by INSERTS only and where
DELETES are needed. For the sake of simplicity, we identify each
element with its number when sorted in ascending order, i.e. 4 denotes the 4th smallest element of the set. Additionally, we identify
each leaf node with its position in the tree, i.e. ai is the length of
the ith leaf node.
As already outlined in Section 2.2, when doing inserts of n keys
sorted in ascending order, we get the following resulting leaf forms:

n=

k
Õ
i=1

ai , with ai =

b
b
+ 1, ∀i , k and ak ≥ .
2
2

With k being the number of leafs and ai the number of elements in
the i-th leaf.
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Our first observation is that we can construct a B + -Tree where
the j-th leaf contains b2 + 2 elements.
n=

k
Õ
i=1

ai , with a j =

b
b
b
+ 2 and ai = + 1, ∀i , j, k and ak ≥ .
2
2
2

Proof. For constructing this tree, we just have to add the elements (which are sorted by size) in the following order:
b
b
b
1, . . . , (j · (⌊ ⌋ + 1) − 1), (j · (⌊ ⌋ + 1) + 1), . . . , n, j · (⌊ ⌋ + 1)
2
2
2
The first n −1 INSERTS will construct a tree like the above structure,
where the j-th leaf node has got ⌊ b2 ⌋ + 1 elements. If we now add
element j · (⌊ b2 ⌋ + 1), it won’t be inserted at the rightmost node, but
in the j-th node (see Figure 2).


Figure 3: Constructing a B + -Tree with nodes holding more
than b2 + 1 elements

Figure 2: B + -Tree with one node with b2 + 2 elements
The above approach can be easily expanded to insert up to b
elements in one node by leaving out the suitable elements.
The next question is, if this can be done with an arbitrary number
of leaf-nodes.
k
Õ
b
b
n=
ai , with ai ≥ + 1, ∀i , k and ak ≥ .
2
2
i=1
Actually, this question is equivalent to the question of building
any composition of the number n with particles between ⌊ b2 ⌋ + 1
and b. For solving this, we adapt the algorithm presented in the last
proof with a slight difference (see also Figure 3): The adding of the
elements that were left out does not happen in the very end for all
nodes at the same time, but in order to guarantee that there are no
side-effects, we add these elements soon after the leaf node right to
the node they belong to was started.
This can be extended a bit further, in order to construct trees that
have leafs with only b2 instead of b2 + 1 elements in most leaf nodes
(except the first and the last leaf), i.e. we can build all leaf-structures
of the form
k
Õ
b
b
b
n=
ai , with a 1 ≥ + 1, ak ≥ , ai = , ∀i , 1, k.
2
2
2
i=1
For proofing this theorem, we just have to proof it is possible for
us to generate a leaf holding b2 elements only at each leaf-position

except the first and the last (Note: The last node always contains
the remaining items, its size actually depends on the total number
of elements).
Proof. If we have a leaf node i with ai = b2 + 1 elements, it is
possible to insert a node k with ak ≥ b2 elements left to it by adding
these ak to node i. Since i originally possesses b2 + 1 elements this
sums up to b2 + 1 + b2 = b + 1 elements, thus forcing a split of
the node. The first b2 + 1 = ai elements will stay in node i, thus
changing nothing there. The other b2 elements will form the new
leaf node (see Figure 4). Thus for constructing a leaf node with only
b elements, we just need to leaf b elements out in the insertion
2
2
order and add them right after the next leaf node is started. Actually
this is not possible for the first node. The proof is rather trivial:
According to our prerequisites, in the case of splitting, there are
always b2 + 1 elements left on the right node. So the only possibility
of having less elements in the rightmost node at leaf-level is having
a tree only consisting of the root node (or doing DELETES).
Additional INSERTS for generating leaf nodes with more than
+ 1 elements have to be done after all nodes with b2 elements
have been generated, or this will thwart the generation process of
the nodes containing only b2 elements.

b
2

The major result of this proof is that there is only one leaf structure of a B + -Tree where a DELETE-operation is required for construction: When the first leaf node only contains b2 elements.
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Figure 4: Constructing a B + -Tree with nodes holding only b2
elements
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CONCLUSION

In this work we showed that approach for B + -Tree-forensics for
databases as defined in [12] cannot be generalized for the detection of data deletion in case of a table that allows general, nonmonotonous, data insertion. Of course, the approach can still be
used for the task it was originally intended, indicating manipulations in Audit & Control tables. It must be noted though that, similar
to the original approach, we solely concentrated on the structure
of the leaf nodes and did not consider the whole structure of the
tree including internal nodes. Still, in essence the techniques work
similar for changing the inner node structure, just the amount of elements required to be inserted later gets rather large. Furthermore,
these proofs can be trivially expanded from B + -Trees to B ∗ -Trees,
as the only difference between the two is the minimal number of
elements inside the leaf nodes, the other requirements remain the
same, which also means that the proofs given in this paper work
similar. Still, since B ∗ -Trees are, to the best of our knowledge, not
that relevant in database forensics, and were also not part of the
original approach, we skipped the details on them.
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